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Abbreviations Used In This Catalog:
1. Catalog values for U.S. & foreign stamps are recent Scott...All U.S. Coins & U.S. Currency are Coin World Values. Foreign coins & currency are Krause Catalog .
2. The following abbreviations are used to describe stamp centering: SUP (Superb) design perfectly centered... XF (Extremely Fine)-Better than VF...VF (Very Fine)-
   Design closely to evenly centered... F (Fine) Perforations don’t cut design except on typically poorly centered issues or on 19th century stamps normally found with
   narrow margins... AVG (Average) Perforations cut into design. Will be used to describe overall appearance of stamps, sets, & collections w/particular attention to
   the high values.
3. Gum Conditions NH- Never Hinged, P.O. fresh.condition ..NGA! No gum As Issued..LH- Lightly Hinged.... OG-Original Gum.HH-Heavily Hinged...NG-No Gum per
   Scott..DG-Disturbd Gum. RG Regumd..HR Hinge Remn U=Used **=Mint Light Hinged **=Mint Never Hinged (*)=Mint No Gum 4 COINS...B=Brown..RB=Red &
   Brown.. PL= Proof Like...FBL= Full Bell Lines.FSB= Full Split Bands. DC= Deep Cameo : CV= Catalog Value...
4. Postage, handling, insurance, registration, etc. are extra. When paying for purchases by personal check, merchandise may be held for eleven business days. A $25.00 charge will be added for returned checks for any reason!
5. All lots guaranteed to be as represented. We are not an approval service. We accept returns only on lots that are misdescribed or involve error on ourpart.
   Return insured, within 15 days of receipt in condition as delivered with receipt & valid statement of reason for return. The following ARE NOT returnable: coins
   removed from sealed vinyl flips, lots of 10 or more items, those described as .as is., photographed or scanned items (where photo reveals condition), & returns
   made over 30 days after that sale.s closing.
6. All items are guaranteed genuine. If a certificate is desired, we must be notified at the time bids are placed. Expenses incurred are the responsibility of the
   purchaser.
7. PLEASE, CHECK YOUR BID SHEET CAREFULLY, we will not be responsible for your bidding errors!
8. All net prices are subject to change

Bidding Increment Chart If your bids are placed using odd amounts (without following the increment chart) the computer will automatically adjust them accord-
ingly: $5 to $9.50...$ 0.50 $10 to $24..$ 1.00 $25 to $47.50...$ 2.50 $50 to $95...$ 5.00 $100 to $240..$ 10.00 $250 to $475..$ 25.00
$500 - $950..$ 50.00